
2018 summer cruise  
 
3 boats berthed in the river at Caernarfon decided to cruise in company in June and to meet up during 
the cruise with a 4th boat from the river that had left in mid-May.  
 
Sadler 29 Kiwi – crewed by Simon & Janet, who departed mid-May 
Sadler 34 Simo – crewed by Dave 
Sadler 29 Aslan – crewed by Geoff 
Westerly Discus 33 Joint Venture – crewed by Malcolm and Gill (and Ida the Springer Spaniel) 
 
Kiwi made it as far North as Tobermory via the Isle of Man, Northern Ireland and the Sound of Jura. 
 
Simo left on 31st May and spent a night at Cemaes Bay before crossing to Castletown, IOM the next day 
and moving round to Peel a few days later. 
 
Joint Venture left on 7th June and spent a night at Port Penrhyn before crossing to Port Erin, IOM the 
next day an then moving to Peel on Saturday the 9th June. 
 
Aslan left on 8th June and spent at night dried out on the outside wall at Port Penrhyn (including a 
midnight foray under the boat to remove a crab line which was wrapped around and impeding her 
feathering propeller) before crossing to Port Erin, IOM on Saturday the 9th June and then moving up to 
Peel on Sunday morning to meet up with Simo and Joint Venture. 
 
Aslan’s passage over to Port Erin was quite uneventful – there was little wind (a pattern that was to 
continue for a large part of the cruise) and the motor was running at low revs for the whole 62.2nm 
passage, assisted by full sail. We were a little early for the slack period at Calf Sound and went through 
against the last of the South going stream but it was more or less flat calm.  
 
Approaching Calf Sound 
 

 



 
 
I picked up one of the 2 visitors moorings beyond the ruined breakwater and spent a very quiet night 
there before leaving at 0700 the next morning to motor up to Peel and get into the inner harbour before 
the flap gate lifted shortly after 1000. The rest of Sunday was a lazy day (apart from carrying 20L of 
diesel in cans from the local garage!) with a pint or two and a nice Indian meal with the crews from the 3 
boats. 
 
Peel 
 
 

 
 



 
Our original plan for Monday had been to sail N from Peel to Donagadee on the Northern Irish coast just 
S of the entrance to Belfast Lough but the 15 to 20kn NNW wind dimmed our enthusiasm for that (after 
all cruising is meant to be pleasure not purgatory!) so we changed plan and headed for Portaferry on the 
N side of the narrows at Strangford Lough. We left Peel at 1100 and, with the prospect of a close reach 
into 20+ kn of apparent wind, I set the blade jib on Aslan’s inner forestay and pulled down 2 reefs in her 
main and set “Sophie” the Sea Feather wind vane to steer for the approx. 28nm passage across to the 
fairway buoy at the entrance to Strangford narrows. The wind moderated as the day wore on so I shook 
out 1 reef and changed the blade jib for the genoa with a couple of rolls. We were at the fairway buoy at 
1715, about an hour after LW Belfast, so there was still about 2 knots of ebb against us as we motored 
up to the marina at Portaferry – Joint Venture and Simo had arrived about 45 minutes before me and 
had had 3+kn against them on the run up to Portaferry. Aslan was tied up and tidied up by 1900 so Dave 
and I adjourned to Dumigans Bar where, for once, I lead him astray – according to Malcolm we were 
talking even less sense than normal when we returned to the boats around 2200! 
 
With “Storm Hector” forecast to arrive on Wednesday night with 50kn gusts from the SW we decided to 
head up to the small drying old dock at Killyleagh just for Tuesday night and clear off out on Wednesday 
morning (as its entrance faces SW) – I’d “sussed out” the old dock in August 2017 when over in Ireland 
on business (well, all work and no play and all that!) and had further instructions from a chap Dave and I 
had met in Dumigans Bar (and, yes, we remembered what he said!). The short trip from Portaferry only 
took us 45 minutes and the 3 boats reversed into the old dock and tied alongside ladders on the wall – 
what a lovely, friendly spot it turned out to be – everyone who passed by stopped to talk so I suspect 
visiting yachts are a bit of a novelty. Aslan and Joint Venture dried out well on the flat bottom but Simo 
had quite a list away from the wall so moved and tied alongside Aslan when the tide returned that 
evening.  
 
Killyleagh 
 

 



 
 
We left at 1130 on the Wednesday morning, by which time the wind was starting to freshen from the 
SW and we motor-sailed round to tie alongside the relatively new pontoon close in at Strangford village 
(in the lee of the higher ground behind the village so a perfect spot to sit out a SW gale). I had to move 
Aslan alongside Simo to let a 39’ yacht lie alongside the pontoon (the skipper had wanted to lie 
alongside Simo, which Dave did not think wise given the forecast - that’s the polite version!). The wind 
howled during the night but we’d chosen the spot well and it was quite comfortable – we heard that the 
crews of boats across in Portaferry marina had sleepless nights tending fenders and lines as even the 
short fetch across the narrows made it far from comfortable over there. I noted that there’d been a 
25mb drop in the barometer in the 24 hours from 0800 Weds to 0800 Thursday (1021 to 996mb) – it 
remained windy all day Thursday so we stayed put and decided to wait until Friday before moving on. 
 
Strangford Village pontoon 
 
 

 



 
 
By Friday morning the wind had dropped to a gentle 6-8 kn from the SW and the barometer had risen 
again up to 1013mb. After 2 days of windy weather we decided that it would be prudent to arrive at the 
Bar at HW slack (about 1500 that day) so we left the pontoon at Strangford at 1330 to motor the 3.5nm 
down to the entrance against the last of the flood in the narrows, which was still running at 2.5kn or 
more at times – less closer inshore. The 3 boats were at Bar Pladdy shortly before 1500, where the seas 
were surprisingly flat – probably due to the fact that the forecast SW F4 didn’t materialize so it was a 
case of motor-sailing N for the 22nm up to Donagadee leaving the various off-lying dangers off the Ards 
peninsular to port. The 3 boats tied alongside each other on the visitor berth at the end of the harbour 
wall at Donagadee at 1845 and the 3 crews adjourned ashore for a Guinness or two. 
 
Donagadee 
 

 
 
Our next destination was Glenarm, about 27nm away on the Antrim coast N of Larne – the tidal flow 
increases as you enter the North Channel and, with the counter tide at times in Donagadee Sound 
timing your departure correctly is important to avoid looking at the same headland for an hour or two! 
Bearing this in mind we left at 1245 (about an hour before HW Belfast) and I set the main with 1 reef 
and the genoa with a few rolls for the close reach across the mouth of Belfast Lough – after 45 minutes 
the sky to windward blackened and we had a 15 minute spell of hail stones and wind gusting 30 kn – I 
furled away most of the genoa and let the main fly to weather the worst of it. 10 minutes later it was 



back to 10-12kn from the NW and I was wondering what all the fuss had been about! By the time we 
were at the N end of Island Magee near Larne the wind had fallen light so the last 9nm or so were 
completed motor-sailing. I tied Aslan alongside Simo in Glenarm marina at 1820 and the 3 crews met 
ashore in the Coast Road Inn before returning on board to eat. 
 
Our original intention had been to sail N from Glenarm to Port Ellen on Islay but the forecast looked too 
unsettled with fresh to strong NW’lies and rough or very rough sea state for Malin and Hebrides so we 
decided to change plan and head for Ballycastle, just around Fair Head at the top of N Ireland. Bearing in 
mind the need to go with the tide in the North Channel we left Glenarm at 1430, just before HW, and 
sailing under genoas only, had a gentle sail N a mile or so off the coast - even in the light winds there 
were some unpleasant overfalls off Garron Point but we were soon through those helped on by the 3 
knot ebb under us. The Antrim coastline is spectacular and quite magnificent. By the time Aslan was 
approaching Torr Head the sky blackened, a heavy drizzle descended to sea level reducing visibility to 
less than ½ a mile and the light SW breeze veered NW and increased to 15-18kn – great, just what I 
wanted for a first passage round Fair Head into the notorious Rathlin Sound with its fierce tides, 
overfalls and Slough-na-more whirlpool! So, with the wind now bang on the nose it was a case of furling 
away the genoa and motoring into the chop. I kept relatively close in and could just about make out the 
cliffs and, as there was a back eddy there, the sea was quite flat but the down side was instead of having 
2-3 kn of fair tide I now had 2 kn of foul tide so the last 3 miles to Ballycastle seemed to take an eternity 
(well that hour dragged on to say the least!) and I was glad to tie up in Ballycastle marina at 1840.  
 
Monday morning was blustery, grey and a bit damp so Dave and I decided to forsake the sea and take 
the bus along the N Antrim coast to the Giant’s Causeway. That piece of coastline is certainly spectacular 
and well worth a visit (tip – you don’t need to pay the National Trust £11.80 pp to walk through the 
visitor centre and down to the Causeway – access via the coastal path is free!). Ballycastle is a good 
place to be “holed up” for a day or two – a good sized town and the marina has excellent facilities. 
 
The forecast continued to look unsettled with spells of fresh or strong W and NW winds for the rest of 
the week so we all decided not to venture up to Islay and Jura but to visit Rathlin Island and then over 
into the Clyde for a few days before heading back South. We left Ballycastle at 0930 on Tuesday 
morning, shortly before the LW slack period in the Sound for the short passage across to Rathlin Island – 
it was grey, drizzly and cold and there was a surprisingly large swell which was breaking menacingly on 
the dangerous and unmarked Carrickmannanon Rock a mile or so to the West. Even though it was 
almost the supposed slack period there was quite a tide against us as we approached Church Bay 
(there’s a back eddy which moves clockwise in the “L” shaped bay on Rathlin and pushes the unwary 
towards Rue Point and the Slough-na-more whirlpool and overfalls – definitely not a place to be in heavy 
weather!).The 3 boats were tied up on the relatively new pontoons by 1100 and the rain held off for a 
few hours allowing Dave and I to walk over to the N side of the island to look down on the MacDonnell 
Race and the 11 or so miles across the North Channel to the Mull of Kintyre. Malcolm, Gill and Ida 
walked down towards Rue Point instead. The forecast wind and rain arrived about 4pm with F6 S winds 
and heavy rain as the front approached and whistled through. Needless to say there is a bar in Church 
Bay serving food and good Guinness - the whole island has a unique sort of atmosphere which makes it 
a very worthwhile place to visit. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Church Bay, Rathlin Island 
 

 
 
The rain continued all night but by Wednesday morning it had stopped and the wind had veered NW 
and moderated to about 15kn. Our next destination was to be Campbeltown, on the East side of the 
Mull of Kintyre so we had to plan our departure to leave Rathlin Sound at LW slack and to round the 
Mull of Kintyre (complete with all the pilot book horror stories about sea conditions there in bad 
weather!) with the tide and wind with us and, at the same time, make sure we crossed the TSS in the 
North Channel at right angles. With all this in mind we left our berths at about 1030 (all springing off as 
the fresh NW breeze was pinning us against the pontoon) and the 3 boats unfurled some or all of their 
genoas to motor-sail out past Rue Point – the sea was relatively flat there, being dead on LW slack. I 
then stopped the engine, set “Sophie” to steer on about 70°M to cross the TSS at right angles and also to 
allow for the S set of the tide as we crossed the North Channel. The seas were quite lumpy but the wind 
vane was coping well so it was a case of sitting back and keeping watch as we approached the TSS. The 
wind started to ease as we approached the Mull so I unfurled all the genoa to keep our speed through 
the water above 4 knots. We rounded the Mull about 1-1/2nm off and continued on through Sanda 
Sound on a broad reach in grand style at around 9kn over the ground (4kn of which was the tide). Simo 
and Joint Venture were a mile or two ahead of me and both called me up on the VHF soon after I’d 



altered course to head N up the East coast of the Mull to warn me of vicious squalls from the NW on the 
approach to Campbeltown Loch. It was blowing 25kn on the nose a few minutes later so I furled away 
the genoa and completed the last couple of miles to the entrance under. The 3 boats were safely on the 
lee side of the long pontoon in the marina by 1700 after the 36.3nm passage from Rathlin. We all dined 
ashore in a very nice (and cheap!) Indian restaurant that evening and spent Thursday relaxing, cleaning 
the boats etc. as the wind continued to blow quite hard but at least the sun was shining! 
 
Campbeltown 
 

 
 
 
We’d been speaking to Simon & Janet on Kiwi regularly – they had made it up as far as Tobermory, 
where they’d weathered Storm Hector, and had made their way back South and through the Crinan 
Canal and on to Millport, Great Cumbrae on the Thursday we were resting in Campbeltown, so we 
agreed to rendezvous at Lamlash, Isle of Arran on Friday afternoon. Friday morning was lovely and 
sunny but still on the cool side with a 10/12kn W breeze – perfect for a sail across Kilbrannan Sound and 
around the S of Arran – we left at 1015 and Aslan was under full sail with “Sophie” steering soon after 
passing Island Davaar at the entrance to Campbeltown Loch. We had a good sail across towards Pladda, 
off the S end of Arran, but the wind gradually faded away to nothing as we rounded Pladda so sails were 
dropped and furled and the final 1-1/2 hours of the passage was under power. The views of the 
mountains on Arran as one approaches Lamlash are spectacular. I picked up a visitor mooring close to 



Simo and Kiwi and Joint Venture soon arrived and picked up one close by and we later all met up ashore 
for a beer or two before returning to eat aboard our boats. 
 
Approaching Lamlash 
 

 
 
The plan for Saturday was for the 4 boats to sail down and spend the night at Girvan so, in order to 
reach there at no later than 2 hours after HW, we had a 0645 start – once out past Holy Island a lovely 
10/12kn breeze set in from the NW so we all set full sail and were romping along at 6 kn, with “Sophie” 
doing the work steering Aslan again. I spoke to the HM at Girvan at 0930 only to be told that they were 
“full”, so all agreed to change plans and head on South to Stranraer marina at the head of Loch Ryan. It 
doubled the length of the passage but, in near perfect conditions, it was no hardship to carry on and 
enjoy them. It’s a long way up Loch Ryan (well 7 nm) with ferries to look out for, but it was worth it 
when we arrived – I’d spoken to Lesley the marina manager on the way down and she was waiting to 
welcome us and take our lines as we arrived spaced out 10/15 minutes apart. The marina was very 
reasonable (£20 for Aslan) and the facilities first class. The town of Stranraer is “interesting” and on 
Saturday night was a cross between Holyhead and Beirut but we found a nice bar (Papa Rabs) and a 
really good Chinese restaurant (Hong Kong City) where the 6 of us from the 4 boats sat down for a great 
meal. 
 
Stranraer 
 

 



The forecast for the week ahead was high pressure, hot and very light/nonexistent winds from the S or E 
so we decided to head for Port Logan, a small bay S of Portpatrick and a few miles N of the Mull of 
Galloway as conditions were perfect to anchor there and it might be a long time before that would 
happen again. It’s where the BBC drama from 15 or so years ago “2000 Acres of Sky” was filmed and a 
spot I’ve fancied visiting ever since. We left the marina at 1230 with a gentle S breeze behind us but this 
had dropped to nothing by the time we were out of Loch Ryan so the rest of 30.7nm passage was made 
under motor in the flat calm conditions. I dropped anchor at 1830 and Dave offered to ferry the crews of 
Kiwi and Aslan ashore to visit the pub (Malcolm, Gill & Ida followed in their dinghy) – once ashore we 
discovered that the pub is closed down, which was a shame, so it was back to Kiwi for a can or two 
before turning in – a beautiful peaceful place to spend the night in conditions like these! 
 
Port Logan 
 

 
 
Our next destination was to be Isle of Whithorn, round in the Solway Firth, so this needed a 0630 start in 
order get close to Burrow Head as near as possible to HW (1030) as the tide runs very strongly there. 
The Mull of Galloway is also one of those tidal gates that has a fearsome reputation but this Monday 
morning it was benign – flat calm as we rounded it with 3.8kn of fair tide at 0745. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Mull of Galloway 
 

 
 
 
 Luce Bay was also flat calm with the Scares black and evil looking and appearing to suck the boat 
towards them! We were all slightly late for Burrow Head and I was surprised that, within 20 mins of local 
HW, there was 3.5kn of foul tide – luckily there was no wind and a flat calm and I had plenty of spare 
power to stem it but it wouldn’t be a place to be caught out in bad weather! I dropped anchor in the 
enclosed bay outside the drying harbour at Isle of Whithorn (we didn’t want to go in and dry out due to 
our required departure time the next morning) but, as the ebb started running out of the harbour and a 
light W thermal breeze set in Aslan swung more or less onto the leading line for the harbour so I re-
anchored out of the fairway – as it happened she dried out about an hour before LW, with some boulder 
only yards away to the W so I decided to move later in the evening as the light breeze was forecast to 
come from the E by morning so I didn’t want to end up in those if I didn’t move. We all went ashore in 
the afternoon for a walk and all ate at the Steam Packet Inn on the quayside, sitting outside enjoying the 
beautiful warm evening. I re-anchored Aslan at 2130. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Isle of Whithorn 
 

 
 
There was a very light N breeze when we all set off at 0700 the next morning for our passage to Douglas, 
IOM aiming to be at the Point of Ayre at the N end of the island around HW (about 1045). This time the 
strong flood around Burrow Head slowed us down but we were out of the worst of that after an hour or 
so and the 4 boats were near the point of Ayre, spaced about ½ mile apart, by 1045 with the ebb just 
starting to run – a light breeze set in allowing us to sail S for a while. We had fair tide once round 
Maughold Head for the rest of our passage down to Douglas. The breeze fell away and the sea was like a 
mirror – I don’t recall ever seeing it so flat on any previous visit to the IOM! We decided to stay out on 
the pontoon on the Battery Pier rather than go into the inner harbour past the flap gate and lifting 
bridge due to the restrictions on departure time that imposes. We all had a beer or two in the Saddle 
Inn, where it was lovely and cool inside, followed by (yet another) Indian meal! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Battery Pier Douglas 
 

 
 
Wednesday was a rest day – it was too hot to do much (one of the hottest days on record according to 
Manx local radio) and, for the first time ever, I put up Aslan’s cockpit enclosure with the sides and back 
rolled up as a sun shade bimini. 
 
Dave and Simon & Janet decided that they’d had enough of a good thing so Simo and Kiwi left at 0930 
on Thursday morning to return to the Menai Straits (Kiwi had alternator problems on the passage back, 
so the two boats stayed close together in case of any further problems). Joint Venture and Aslan left 
Douglas at 1015 to motor down to Port St Mary – with the sea so calm we stayed close inshore both to 



look at the coastline and to take advantage of the back eddy that runs S on the flood once past Santon 
Head. After more than my fair share of “bashings” off Langness over the years I’ve never seen it so calm 
as this day, enabling us to motor down only 300 yards or so off. I set my sunshade/bimini crossing 
between Dreswick Point and Port St Mary and Aslan tied alongside Joint Venture on the wall in the inner 
harbour. When the tide was falling and both boats were sitting on the bottom Malcolm and I took the 
opportunity to scrub to 2 boats’ bottoms and I sorted out a loose shaft anode (which was something to 
do with the crab line at the start of the trip). I had a beer in the Albert on the quayside in the early 
evening and then met Malcolm, Gill & Ida in the IOMYC for another later in the evening. 
 
Port St Mary – pre dinner sherries – how very civilized! 
 

 
 



The forecast on Friday morning was for E or NE 3/4 so we left Port St Mary as soon as we floated at 1045 
and set full sail. The forecast 3/4 never materialized and, by 1300, the genoa was furled away and the 
passage was completed, as had become the pattern, under motor. Point Lynas was bearing due W at 
1900 and by the time I was approaching Puffin Sound the wind had piped up to about 8 knots from the 
S, so almost bang on the nose, however it didn’t last long and had died to nothing as Aslan entered the 
Straits at 2120. I continued up to the Gazelle where I picked up a spare mooring at 2215 in the twilight 
after a passage of 58.5nm. Joint Venture spent the night in Port Penrhyn, it being easier there to take 
Ida ashore for a walk than taking her ashore by dingy. 
 
There was next to no wind on Saturday morning so I returned to Caernarfon under motor, passing the 
Swellies at HW slack, Joint Venture spent a final night on a mooring in Rowen Bay before they returned. 
Aslan was back on her berth on the wall in the river at 1300 after a wonderful and thoroughly enjoyable 
3 week cruise logging 476nm – a little too much motoring but you can’t have it all ways and I think we 
would definitely settle for something similar next year! 
 
Geoff Hilditch 
Sadler 29 Aslan 
 
 
. 


